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Grab your pencils, crayons and pens and go to town on Eisner Award-winning Skottie Young's

ever-adorable art! Loads of Young's "Little Marvel" covers, together with unfeasibly cute pages

featuring Rocket Raccoon, kiddified Avengers and plenty more, have been stripped down and

rendered in crisp black-and-white - ready for your imagination to take over! Chaos or order, it's up to

you! You want an orange and purple Spidey? You got it! You're turning Black Bolt pink? Fine! You

like your Hulks green and red, only both at the same time? Polka-dot yourself out! But swapping

Cap's red, white and blues for yellow, indigo and ceruleans? Why, that's downright un-American!

Rediscover the pure, unadulterated joy of coloring - Marvel-style!
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Skottie Young is an award-winning cartoonist and writer who illustrates New York Times bestselling

adaptations of L. Frank Baum's Oz novels for Marvel Entertainment. His unique art style and

sensibilities have drawn acclaim worldwide, earning him multiple Eisner Awards. He has worked in

comics, toys, and animation for Marvel, Warner Bros., Image Comics, Mattel, Cartoon Network, and

many more. Skottie lives in Illinois.

This coloring book is simply excellent fun. For anyone who enjoys Marvel Comics, the designs in

this book can bring a smile to your face. Who would think that the good guys and the bad guys were



such adorable youngsters.As soon as the coloring book arrived, my husband and I started a bit of a

tug-of-war over it. I won but we are ordering a copy for him as well. I'm hoping to see more of this

type of Ã¢Â€ÂœcomicÃ¢Â€Â• coloring book in the future. The printing and publishing of the book is

spot on with one sided printing and perforated pages.I plan on doing some designs in the traditional

colors of garb associated with each character but then I want to play a bit with color and give them

my version of their costume. My only problem with the book was deciding which character(s) to start

with. I definitely did not start with the first page and go from there. I looked for something fun and

found Deadpool. He was fun and easy to color with alcohol-based markers with a little colored

pencil accent as well.This is what I experienced while coloring in this book and testing my color

medium on the paper:59 Young Marvel character designs in a slightly smaller formatDesigns are

printed on one side of the pagePaper is medium weight, white, slightly rough, and perforatedGlue

bound but you can easily remove pages at the perforationsDesign may cross over the perforations

by a tad but nothing of importance will be lost if you remove a page from the book.Easy to get at all

corners of the design (though many designs reach extend border of the page on three

sides.Alcohol-based markers bleed through this paperWater-based markers, India ink pens, and gel

pens all leave colorful shadows on the back of the page.Colored pencils work well with this paper. I

was able to get good color, blend, and layer well with both wax and oil based pencils. Hard lead

pencils can dent through the page.I recommend either removing the page from the book to color or

putting a safety blotter page under the page you are working on. That will keep the pages below

safe from seeping ink or dents.

Got for my nephew. Very cute. I like this artist's work in my comics. He really enjoys it

Got this for my nephew. Great book for his age as he's too young for the adult or more advanced

version. He loves it!!

best coloring book ever!!!!!! some tiny spaces to fill in but nothing like those horrible mandalas

Really cute pages, but the quality of the paper could be better

I love this artist's work and this coloring book has his greatest hits! I will actually be coloring every

page unlike the Age of Ultron coloring book or Walking Dead coloring book that have a lot of filler

pages. Buy this one!



I bought this as a gift for my husband who is an avid comic book collector, graphic designer and

draws comics himself. It's so adorable, the paper is high quality and the perforated pages are easy

to remove. I even bought one for my son and he loves it too. My husband uses his prismacolor

markers on it and they work really well together.

My daughter loved this. Nice heavy paper with pics on only one side so the colors don't rub on each

other. The pics were really cute too.
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